Assessment of gas chromatography time-of-flight mass spectrometry for the screening of semi-volatile compounds in indoor dust.
Indoor dust contains a complex mixture of anthropogenic and synthetic compounds closely related to dermal and respiratory diseases. Target methods have been developed for the quantification of distinct groups of substances in dust samples; however, the comprehensive characterization of the different species existing in this matrix remains a challenging issue. Herein, we assess the performance of gas chromatography (GC) time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS), using electron ionization (EI), for the screening of compounds present in indoor dust. Samples are processed by pressurized-liquid extraction (PLE) before GC-EI-TOF-MS analysis. The study proposes a data mining workflow for the non-target identification of species contained in dust extracts, aided by preliminary comparison with nominal resolution EI-MS spectra in the NIST17 library. The possibilities, and the limitations, of the above approach are discussed and the identities of >75 compounds are confirmed by comparison with authentic standards in dust from indoor environments. Some species, such as indigo, phthalic anhydride, 2,4-toluene di-isocyanate, phthalimide, certain UV absorbers and octyl isothiazolinone, identified in this research, have not been previously considered in target methods dealing with dust analysis. The study also evaluates two different algorithms for the suspected-target screening of dust extracts using a customized library of accurate EI-MS spectra. Finally, a semi-quantitative estimation of the range of concentrations for a group of 44 pollutants in a set of 27 dust samples is provided.